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Psd2html email template

By Tammy Clevenger's free email client Google, GMail, now includes templates, or canned responses. Google provides a pre-written email list in GMail that, when enabled, can be used instead of typing a response to an email message. You can also create your own canned response and save it as a template. When using a template, you can attach a file to an email as an attachment as you would if you
didn't use the template. Open a web browser, navigate to gmail.com sign in with your user ID and password. Click the Settings option in the upper-right corner of the GMail interface. Click the tab labeled Labs. Click the Enable option next to the Canned Response entry. Click the Save Changes button at the bottom of the page. Templates are now enabled in GMail and links are added just below the Subject
line for email responses. Open a web browser and log in to your GMail account. Open the email in the Inbox you'll respond to, and click Reply. The Reply to email window opens. Click the Canned Response drop-down box and select the response to send. The filled text in the body of the email. Click the Attach File option. The file navigation dialog box opens. Navigate to and click on the file to attach. Click
Attach. The file is attached to an email with a template. Have you ever received an amazing email, which you want to print and pin to your wall, that makes you grin from ear to ear or clap slowly in appreciation and respect? When I found these gems, I dropped them into the Snippet folder. I studied them, I passed out on top of them, and I borrowed bits and pieces from them to send better emails. Now
imagine that every email you send is as great as the occasional star you receive. Impossible? Not at all. Worth shooting? Definitely.Related: Six Ways To Write Emails That Don't Make People Secretly Hate YouAt Buffer, we strive for 100% awesomeness in the emails we send to customers, and that pursuit of excellence brings to the emails we send to teammates, colleagues, friends, and family. We want
to send a better email, the kind that delivers the intended message plus the desired emotion. So I enjoyed sharing some of my email inspiration sources. These are the templates and snippets that have caught my attention over the last few months, and which I hope to include more of my communication in my inbox. Think you might want to try one of these in your daily email? An email template to shave 20
hours off your work weekAuthor Robbie Abed took to LinkedIn to share a pair of emails he has used successfully to shave his workweek from 60 hours to 40 hours. Here is the number one email, which will be sent on Monday.Subject: My plan for Jane's week, After reviewing my activities here is me for this week in order of priority. Let me know if you think I should re-prioritize: Major Activities Planned for
week 1) Complete the project charter for X Project 2) Complete analysis report starting last week 3) Kick off Project X–requires planning and preparing documentation. Scheduled for Thursday. Open items that I will see, but will not finish this week 1) Coordinate activities for year-end financial closure 2) Product Research Y for our joint service team Let me know if you have any comments. Thank! -Robbie's
clear intention here is to set expectations for next week and give supervisors a clear understanding of what you are working on. Then, on Friday, you send a second email, summarize what you've accomplished during the week and log open items that need further attention or follow-up from colleagues. Related: The Only Five Email Folders Your Inbox Will Need The idea here is simple: Set expectations at
the beginning of the week and follow at the end of the week. According to Abed, this provides clear limits on your time, it shows your boss that you are responsible and organized, and - if everything goes according to plan - it might get you out of the office on a Friday after working zero overtime. How Michael Hyatt said no to guest bloggerAuthor and speaker Michael Hyatt got a lot of email requests for a lot
of different things. One of the most popular requests is for guest blogging – either bloggers who want to submit guest posts to their site or other sites looking for Hyatt to write for them. This is how he says no to guest blog pitches. Dear [name]: Thank you for your interest in becoming a guest blogger on my site. I am grateful that you took the time to write this post and submit it. Unfortunately, I don't think I'll
be able to use it. I have received a delivery score - more than I expected. As a result, I had to reject many well-written posts, including yours. Sometimes this is because overlapping topics or posts are all too common to my audience. Regardless, due to my time constraints, I couldn't really provide more detailed feedback. I wish you the best in your writing efforts. If you have any other posts, I would be
happy to consider them. Best regards, MichaelHere's how he said no to invitations to guest blogs. Dear [name]: Thank you so much for thinking of me as a potential guest blogger. I'm honored. Unfortunately, I just don't have time. That's all I can do to follow my own blog! As a result, I'm afraid I'm going to have to decline your invitation. Again, thank you for thinking of me. Greetings, MichaelI has sent and
received similar end emails several times over the last few months. I happened to keep a snippet thank you but not a favorite thank you that I think sounds appreciative and good still say no. I wanted to take part and it sounded like an amazing opportunity. Unfortunately I have to pass, because I am currently a little overcommitted and will not be able to make time now. Related: It's Time You Should Use
Email Instead of Slack SnippetSmail to say noIn the example above, Michael Hyatt says no to guests That's a good start. And what about other odds scores we might need to downsize throughout the week? Elizabeth Grace Saunders, a coach and time coach, shared a series of snippets for saying no in a post published on 99U. He seems to have no footage for any scenario. Here are some of my favorites.
When you receive a last-minute perpetual request:I would love to help you, but I've made a commitment to others (coworkers, clients, etc.) to complete their project today. It's not fair for them not to follow through on what I said I would do. I'll be sure to enter this as soon as possible. Thank you for your understanding. When people ask about everything instead of directly contacting the appropriate person:
That's not my area of expertise. I will be happy to connect you with someone who can best help you solve this problem. When you are given a very short deadline:I know this project is a high priority for you, and if it is really necessary for me to change something on that date, I can make it happen. But if I could have a few more (days, weeks, etc.), I could really give something with a higher quality. Is it
possible for me to have a little more time? When asked to do something optional that you cannot commit to at this time:I appreciate you thinking of me, and I am honored by that request. But unfortunately, I don't have time to give this my best right now. I think you will benefit from finding someone who can devote more time and energy to this project. Related: How to Cut Your Email Time In Half7 simple
sentences to set better limitsCould it's even as simple as a sentence? Wharton Professor Adam Grant has a fairly quick list of seven different sentences that might work to set limits on your work/home life. Here's the list: The Deferral: I'm inundated now, but feel free to follow up. Referral: I'm not qualified to do what you ask, but here's something else. Introduction: It's not in my wheel house, but I know
someone who might help. Bridge: You two are working towards a common goal. Triage: Meet my colleague, who will set the time for a chat. The Batch: Others have asked the same question, so let's chat together. Relational Accounts: If I help you, I will disappoint others. Of these seven guys, I had a chance to try nos. 1 and 3 in just the last week. The first one felt great, because it was really an opportunity
I was excited to pursue but the timing wasn't ideal. Sentence No. 3 equally good; Had I committed, I would have been way above my head. So not only can I set boundaries, I can make sure that the work is done in the best possible way. How to send the best email to your customersIn the Customer Support Handbook: How to Create the Best Customer Experience For Your Brand, Sarah Hatter explains in
detail which word and phrase experts should use in modern-day customer conversations (and which ones words (don't use): Unconventional Feedback This Issue Is Not Us No We can't Say The Full Words (use liberally): Thank you! I'm really sorry It sucks I know this is frustrating You're right That's a good idea! Let me check and get back to you Thank you for sharing your ideas/thoughts/taking the time to
help improve the phrase Magic products: You are right. I want to help with this. I can fix this for you. Let me see this for you. I'll keep you updated. Power replied: You're right, we can definitely do this better. Thank you for being open and honest about your experience so we can learn from it. I really appreciate you helping us improve our process - we don't want this to happen again. I know this is a big
distraction on your day and I'm trying to fix it. I had the opportunity to use the distraction line only today with customers who had a less than ideal experience. I'm not sure if my choice of words is what won him over or not. I'm happy to say that he was very happy to receive my reply – no one sneezed for the customers we might blame. What to say instead of Tell me if you have a questionChris Gallo in
Support Ops has an interesting and applicable way to look at wrapping that is all too common to the emails we send. How do you end your conversation in email? Looks like we usually choose one of these cookie-cutter sign-offs. Please let me know if you have any questions. If you have any other problems, let me know. If there's anything else you need, please let me know. Compare this to how you end a
conversation in real life. Gallo points out that none of us speak this way to our friends and family; why should we talk this way to our beloved customers? Perhaps the best example Gallo cited was this one:If there's anything else you need, please let me know. Should I need something else? Will I need something else soon? Are you saying that I need? Instead of stock answers, try these questions, which
sound more human and feel more conversational. Does this help you? Does that answer your question? And does that make sense? Anything else I can help you with today? (The example above comes from Chase Clemons' Operation Support email guide, which has many examples, if you're interested.) I have tried this new signoff in my personal email for the last few weeks, and I would say that it could
be a bit disarming at first. I definitely feel the urge to end with a platitude token rather than open Is this You? Luckily, the easier it is the more you use it. And I've had a lot of meaningful conversations that I might not have otherwise. Come out with buts, with a callThis is one I borrowed from our Chief Happiness Officer Carolyn who wrote about deleting every instance but and actually from her customer
support email. With her, however, Carolyn removed the conjunction and replaced it with an exclamation point, exclamation point, one compound sentence into two simpler sentences. Sentence 1: I really appreciate you writing, but unfortunately we don't have this feature available. Sentence 2: I really appreciate you writing! Unfortunately, we don't have this feature available. In fact, he deletes the word
completely, often selecting a new word or phrase to open the sentence. Sentence 1: Actually, you can do this under Settings.' Sentence 2: Of course, you can do this under 'Settings!' :)I was inspired by these examples, so much so that I have gone to extremes and attempted to remove all buts from the blog posts I write and the conversations I have. This is interesting, even if I can't keep up through 100% of
the time, just to note how often that word might appear. I am prone to use it more often than I think. I've found that recognizing great emails is one thing, and using them is another. This is why I started creating an email catalog that I liked and referencing it regularly when I needed inspiration about what to say. I go with copy-and-paste which is pretty easy, which can take a bit of time. The SupportOps crew
(and many of our Buffer heroes) use Text Expander to have snippets available through keyboard shortcuts. This article originally appeared in Buffer and was reprinted with permission. Permission.
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